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ABSTRACT
The interpretation of multidimensional data in consumer research
has traditionally required property fitting to determine the structure
underlying the data. As an alternative. Cognitive Differentiation
Analysis (CDA) regresses a matrix of pairwise product judgments on
vectors of product-attribute ratings. The estimated multiple
regression equation indicates the degree of differentiation in the
pairwise data that is accounted for by each attribute. In this article
CDA is applied to the analysis of simulated multidimensional data
and to actual data from a benefit segmentation study. The
implications of improved interpretability of multidimensional data
for understanding the competitive environment are discussed. © 1995
John Wiley & Sons, Inc.

The competitive business environment facing marketing managers
requires an overall strategic framework upon which their decision
making can be grounded. This has led managers to utilize many different methodologies within the marketing research domain in hopes of
providing such a framework. These methodologies all have in comPsychology & Marketing
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mon the simple fact that the competitive environment lies in the mind
of the consumer. To this end, modeling approaches directed toward
gaining a more in-depth understanding of the marketplace through
consumer perceptions and preferences ranging from multiattribute
models, to causal modeling, to multidimensional mapping, have found
their way into the marketer's conference room. One of the most popular methods over the last 20 years involves developing a multidimensional representation of the competitive environment. The most
commonly used method for interpreting the resulting product map is
termed property fitting (Chang & Carroll, 1972b).
INTERPRETING MULTIDIMENSIONAL DATA
The product-positioning map of fast-food restaurants in Figure 1 illustrates a typical application of property fitting in an effort to interpret individual-level multidimensional data. First, the locations of the
restaurants in the multidimensional space are estimated by scaling a
matrix of pairwise judgments. Then, each set of restaurant attribute ratings is regressed separately on the multidimensional scaling (MDS) coordinates. Each fitted line, representing an attribute projected into the
space, is interpreted as a dimension underlying the consumer's distinctions between products in the space. The length of the line depicts the
relative goodness of fit, termed rho, of that attribute with the underlying
product space. Interpreting Figure 1 suggests that this consumer differArby's
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Figure 1 Two-dimensional MDS solution with fitted vectors. (Rho value in
parentheses.)
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entiates between the restaurants most strongly on food quality {rho =
0.96). Cleanliness and atmosphere are, however, closely related to quality, and price and variety of food may represent another dimension, also
somewhat related to quality. Service speed appears to be an independent,
discriminating attribute, but a relatively weak one (rho = 0.63).
Usually the reason for conducting property fitting is not simply to
produce a picture, but to interpret the multidimensional data. This
restaurant example typifies the problems encountered in interpreting
multidimensional data with property fitting. First, the results provide
little information about the relative contribution of each attribute toward explaining the dimensions underlying the space. We can say that
food quality discriminates between the restaurants relatively well and
service speed relatively poorly, but we do not know the simultaneous
effect of both attributes nor the incremental effect of one after taking
into consideration the other. As a second area of concern, property fitting allows error to enter the analysis in two ways. Attributes are regressed on the estimated product coordinates, rather than directly on
the pairwise comparisons; also regression may be performed on small
data sets, nine observations in this case, leading to unstable parameter estimates. In sum, although the visual interpretation of productpositioning maps provides interesting insights, property fitting suffers
from the dual problems of poor interpretability and questionable reliability. The limitations of interpreting multidimensional data with
property fitting are reviewed in Green (1975) and more recently in
Green, Tull, and Albaum (1988).
Cognitive Differentiation Analysis (CDA) is a method specifically developed for the analysis of individual-level multidimensional data in
marketing (Reynolds & Sutrick, 1988; Reynolds, Weeks, & Perkins,
1987). This statistical technique permits the simultaneous fitting of
multiple product attributes with a symmetric matrix of pairwise judgments, the same original data sets needed for property fitting, but
without using MDS. Essentially, the method estimates a multiple regression equation with the product attributes as the independent variables and the pairwise judgments as the dependent variable. The
estimated coefficients represent the impact of each attribute on the differentiations between the pairwise data, the dimensions underlying the
multidimensional dependent variable. Additionally, by analyzing the
pairwise matrix as the dependent variable, the approach enhances the
reliability of the results by increasing the number of observations considered and avoids a two-step analysis process as in property fitting.
The CDA statistical method itself has been presented previously. In
this article we will outline the model and briefiy describe other models
currently used to interpret multidimensional data. The CDA model is
then tested with simulated multidimensional data, and then its use
in benefit segmentation is demonstrated. These results go beyond
any previously published CDA-related research. Finally, the article
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concludes with a discussion ofthe implications of improving the interpretability of multidimensional data and future research directions.
MODELS FOR IIVTERPRETING
MULTIDIMENSIONAL DATA
Property Fitting
Because many of the approaches stem from property fitting, that approach will be formally outlined. As operationalized by Chang and
Carroll (1972b) in the PROFIT computer program, property fitting involves two sets of data: estimated coordinates in a multidimensional
space for n stimuli, denoted x^, for the location ofthe ith stimulus on
the Ath dimension, and ratings about the properties ofthe stimuli, denoted zj, for the ith stimulus on the fth property. These data usually
come from one individual, but could be averages for a group. The coordinates are often derived from the multidimensional scaling of a symmetric proximity matrix, 7, of pairwise dissimilarities between n
stimuli with each element denoted y.^, where / < j (Davison, 1983). For
a comprehensive review of MDS in marketing research, see Cooper
(1983). Using linear regression to fit the properties into the multidimensional space requires regressing each property vector on the coordinates to produce ( equations:

K
2 / = ED'^:rf + F.;\
(1)
k=l
The K regression coefficients in each equation, D'', are the directional
cosines for the fitted property vector in the multidimensional space.
The multiple correlation coefficient for each equation, rho, is the correlation between the fitted property vector and the optimally weighted
combination of dimensions. PREFMAP (phase IV) (Chang & Carroll,
1972a) follows essentially the same steps, but regresses individuals'
preference ratings on the coordinates derived from MDS.
A detailed explanation of property fitting appears in Kruskal and
Wish (1978) and further examples are found in Young and Hamer
(1987). Property fitting has been applied to market segmentation and
product positioning in numerous situations, such as breakfast foods
(Green & Rao, 1972), shopping locations (Hauser & Koppelman, 1979),
and automobiles (Green, Carmone, & Smith, 1989; Katahira, 1990).
Newer Approaches
Following a distinction noted in Green and Rao (1972), many methods
used to interpret multidimensional data can be classified as either internal or external analysis. Internal analysis requires only a two-way
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data matrix (e.g., product preferences by attributes). This method
builds upon the unfolding technique (Coombs, 1964), which estimates
a joint MDS space (i.e., products and attributes in the same space) and
was popularized by the MDPREF program (Chang & Carroll, 1969).
Green et al. (1989) note, however, that internal analysis does not provide information ahout the statistical relationships between the data.
In contrast, external analysis involves two sets of data with one set
mapped into the other, often with regression as in property fitting, so
that the coefficients express the relationships between the data.
Compared to property fitting, which models individual product attributes as a function of the locations of products in a multidimensional space, some newer methods conceptualize the problem
differently. Product location is modeled as a function of product attributes. Starting from the internal analysis perspective, Carroll,
Pruzansky, and Ki'uskal (1980) devised a constrained vector model,
CANDELINC, where the location of one set of points in the space is a
linear function of a second set of data. For example, for a two-way
Products X Subjects matrix, product locations could be a function of
product attributes. The matrix of constrained coefficients maps the attributes directly into the dimensions derived from unfolding, without
an error term as in regression. This mapping aids in interpreting the
derived dimensions. An extended constrained model has been demonstrated in marketing by DeSarbo and Rao (1986) and DeSarbo and
Hoffman (1987). Except for a model by Young, Null, and Hamer (1983),
these constrained unfolding methods are typically not used to develop
models for individuals.
Another new approach also relates the location of a product in a
multidimensional space to its attributes, but without involving MDS.
The individual-level Elimination by Cutoffs (EBC) model by Manrai
and Sinha (1989) combines elements of Luce's choice axiom (1959)
with Tversky's elimination by aspects model (1972). In EBC the probability of choosing object /' from the pair ij is modeled as a weighted
function of the differences in the attributes of the products. This approach is more akin to external analysis. A vector model of preference
is assumed such that having larger values on the attributes means being located farther from the origin, and thus is more preferred. For 21
sets of data, parameters were estimated by a nonlinear optimization
routine that essentially regressed the choice probability on the attributes. Coefficients were interpreted as the utility gained from increasing along an attribute in the multidimensional space.
In these newer approaches, there is a direct relationship between
the attributes and the multidimensional data. The constrained coefficients in the CANDELINC method and the estimated coefficients in
the EBC method provide a more precise interpretation ofthe impact of
the attributes on the multidimensional data than is available through
property fitting. In particular, both approaches consider the effects of
COGNITIVE DIFFERENTIATION ANALYSIS
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more than one attribute at a time. The effectiveness ofthe methods related to CANDELINC have been demonstrated in several studies.
EBC, though still relatively untested, has some potential advantages
in that it operates directly on the pairwise choices between products,
rather than on the derived MDS coordinates, and is applicable to individual level data.

Cognitive Differentiation Analysis
CDA (Reynolds & Sutrick, 1988; Reynolds et al., 1987) analyzes individual-level multidimensional data in a multiattribute format by modeling a pairwise proximity matrix as a function of product attributes.
The impact of each attribute on the matrix is estimated by multiple
regression, without the need for MDS to derive the dimensions underlying the matrix of data. The regression analysis estimates the relationship between pairs of observations in the proximity matrix, ^-.j and
yj.j., on the dependent side, and pairs of pairs of observations on the
properties 2,, Zj and 2,, Zy on the independent side. Regression weights
represent the degree of differentiation in the pairwise data accounted
for by the product attributes.
Starting with the same proximity matrix Y and attribute vectors z,
as in vector fitting, the data are recoded into ordinal reiations. Note
that although the matrix has (2) observations, the attributes have
only n observations. To make the two data sets comparable, both are
recoded into !(|)| observations. The recoding algorithms for CDA
appear in Appendix A. (One algorithm is based on the order between
pairs of pairs of observations on each independent variable [A.21, and
the other algorithm on the magnitude of the differences between observations in a pair [A.3].) In effect, for each variable, every pair of
pairs is recoded into a •+• 1 if pair iJ is larger than pair /'/', or a - 1 if (7
is smaller than i'j\ or 0 if the pairs are equal. The recoded dependent
variable is denoted as y^j ,^., and the ^ recoded independent variables asz^^, z^ij..
After recoding the data into ordinal relations, each attribute can be
correlated with the dependent variable using a formula similar to
Kendall's rank-order Tau correlation (Siegel & Castellan, 1988). Labeled as TaUj in CDA, the correlation coefficient ranges from - 1 to 1, in
contrast to the rho value from property fitting, which is the square root
of K^ and is thus always positive. Tau^ and rho are similar in that both
measure the relationship between one attribute and the multidimensional matrix. Testing the statistical significance of the Tau^ coefficient
poses a problem because the observations within a variable will not be
independent due to the pairs-of-pairs recoding. The traditional statistical testing methods are adjusted by estimating the variance of the correlation through a jackknife procedure. As outlined in Appendix B, the
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Tau correlation is computed n times, excluding one of the n stimuli at a
time. The overall Tau^ is then tested against this vari-ance.
CDA methodology extends the analysis to a multiple regression formulation. Beta coefficients, 13^, are estimated for each recoded attribute, representing the impact of that attribute on the recoded
dependent variable. Specifically, the regression equation may be defined as

L

y,. a'-XBM^J,^,fl + e,,„..

(2)

t=1
Under the assumption that a zero observation on the independent
variables implies a zero-dependent observation, no intercept term is
estimated (Draper & Smith, 1986).
Three R^ terms are calculated. First, R^u is the amount of variance
in the observed pairs-of-pairs data explained by the raw, unfolded predicted values. Second, these raw predicted values are trichotomized
into integers of - 1 , 0, or 1 by an iterative procedure that maximizes
the fit with the observed pairs-of-pairs data. The amount of variance
explained by these integerized predicted values is termed R'H. Third,
these optimally cut integers are recoded back into (2) observations by
summing up the number of times each pair in the pairwise matrix was
predicted as greater than every other pair. The refolded predicted values are correlated with the original pairwise observations and then
squared to produce R^r. In addition, a multiple Tau^ correlation measures the goodness of fit with the observed pairs-of-pairs data, and is
tested with a jackknifed variance estimate to take into consideration
the nonindependence problem.
Returning to the fast-food example shown in Figure 1, the CDA procedures will be examined in greater detail. The pairwise proximity
matrix and the attribute ratings appear in Appendix C. The matrix of
preferences for the nine restaurants contains 36 pairs, which would be
recoded into 630 observations (using formula A.I). For instance, the
Arby's-Denny's pair iy^) differ by only 1, whereas the Burger KingHoss's pair (^'.s) differ by 6, resulting in a recoding of the relationship
between those two pairs as a - 1 (i.e., 1<6). Similarly the ratings on
each product attribute would be recoded into 630 observations. Continuing with the same restaurants, Arby's receives a rating of 4 on the
price attribute, for example. Burger King a 3, Denny's a 6, and Hoss's
a 7. Using formula A.2, the relationships among these pairs of pairs
result in recoding the data as a - 1 (i.e., 3 < 4 < 6 < 7).
Once recoded, the bivariate Tau^ correlations between preference
and each attribute are computed. As in vector fitting, food quality has
the largest coefficient, 0.59, and service speed the smallest, -0.10.
However, according to the jackknifed variance estimate (using formula B.I), service speed is not significantly related to the pairwise
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preferences. The CDA results mirror the vector fitting results but are
more conservative, with fewer significant variables.
Next including the recoded attributes as independent variables in a
stepwise regression, food quality enters first with a beta coefficient of
0.73 and an R'^^ of 0.63. On the second step, variety of food enters with
a beta of 0.21 and an R^^ of 0.68. The stepwise procedure was stopped
because no other variables significantly increased the variance explained. CDA provides a more precise analysis of the relationships between the products and attributes seen in Figure 1. The intuitive
appeal of MDS as a pictorial aid to strategic decision making is retained, but the interpretability is enhanced with the multiple regression results.
This methodology has been explained in greater detail in previous
literature (Reynolds & Sutrick, 1988; Reynolds et al., 1987), where its
applicability to single data sets has been demonstrated. The purpose
of this article is to examine the method's usefulness with a larger
number of data sets, such as those found in consumer behavior research. We first analyze 300 simulated data sets, then 125 data sets
from consumers.
STUDY 1—SIMULATED DATA

To test the ability of the CDA multiple regression method to capture
the dimensions underlying a matrix of multidimensional data, simulations were run with error-free, artificial data. The simulated data were
designed to resemble the data encountered in consumer behavior research. In particular, consumers might be expected to have reliable
knowledge of only a fairly small number of products and to differentiate between those products on a small number of product attributes.
Thus, for these simulations the data were generated for nine stimuli
on two to four dimensions.
Design
Three series of simulations were performed, one with 100 sets of twodimensional data, a second with 100 sets of three-dimensional data,
and a third with 100 sets of four-dimensional data. In the two-dimensional case, a 7'' full-factorial design served as the population from
which nine rows of observations were randomly chosen to be the independent variables in each CDA regression. That is, the values on the
two variables ranged from 1 to 7, and 9 of the 49 possible pairs of observations were randomly selected for each run. To generate the pairwise-dependent matrix, the Euclidian distances were calculated
between the 9 pairs, to produce 36 pairwise distances. Likewise, for
the three-dimensional case, nine rows of three obsei-vations each were
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randomly selected from a 7''' full-factorial design for each run and the
pairwise matrix calculated, and in the four-dimensional case, nine
rows of four observations each were randomly selected from a V* fullfactorial design for each run and the pairwise matrix calculated.
Analysis
Two multiple regression equations were estimated for each set of generated data, once under the ordinal recoding formulation of CDA (A.2),
and once under the metric recording formulation (A.3). All independent variables were included simultaneously in each equation (i.e., not
stepwise regression). All three i?^ values were calculated for each
equation, as well as the multiple Tau^ value. Because the pairwisedependent matrix was derived directly from the independent variables, the multiple-regi-ession equation should successfully explain the
variance in the multidimensional data.
Results
As shown in Table 1, across the 600 estimated equations, R'-r averaged
0.75, R'^i averaged 0.83, and R'^u averaged 0.50. Every equation was
statistically significant at p < . 0 1 . As noted earlier, the equations are
optimized with respect to the pairs-of-pairs data, not the observed
pairwise data; thus R^i will be larger than R'^r. Similarly. RH maximizes the correlation between the pairs of pairs data and the optimally trichotomized predicted pairs-of-pairs data, and thus it will be
larger than R'^u. Tau^ measures the same relationship as R'^u, except
that it is tested with the jackknifed variance estimate.
In addition, the results demonstrate that the methodology performed equally well in each dimensionality. The equations estimated
with the two- and three-dimensional data sets explained an average of
70% of the variance across the three R'^ measures, compared to 68%
for the four dimensional sets. The metric formulation averaged a
larger amount of explained variance, 71%, than the ordinal formulation, 67%, which might be expected because the artificial data were in
fact metric.
Table 1. Mean Stimulation Results.

R^r
RH
R^u
Tauj

Two Dimensions
n = 100

Three Dimensions
n = 100

Four Dimensions
n = 100

Metric

Ordinal

Metric

Ordinal

Metric

Ordinal

Mean

0.69
0.88
0.61
0.81

0.70

0.81
0.83
0.53
0.73

0.76
0.82
0.45
0.66

0.78
082
0.48
0.69

0.77
0,81
0.42
0.64

0.75
0,83
0.50
0.70

0.83
0.48
0.69
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In sum, the CDA multiple-regression equations accounted for over
80% of the variance on average in the simulated multidimensional
data, according to the RH measure. R'^r may be the preferred measure
to consider in some cases because it expresses the amount of variance
explained in the original pairwise matrix. With this simulated data,
CDA explained 75% of the variance in the pairwise data on average.
STUDY 2—BENEFIT SEGMENTATION DATA

A common method of segmenting a market is to group consumers
based upon the relative importance they attach to the various benefits
derived from products (Haley, 1968; Urban & Hauser, 1980). It is assumed that the consumers in a segment share a common preference
structure as evidenced by similar part-worth utilities, for example,
from individual-level conjoint analysis (Moore, 1980). Our application
of CDA follows this paradigm by estimating a stepwise multiple regression equation for each of the 125 subjects in the study. The data
were analyzed under the ordinal formulation (A.2) and the R'^r measure selected as the criterion for stopping the stepwise procedure. For
comparison, the same data sets were analyzed by property fitting. Afterwards individuals were clustered on the basis of their CDA regression coefficients. These results are contrasted with those obtained with
clustering individuals on the basis of the rho values estimated from individual level property fitting. The predictive validity of tbe clusters is
tested on a separate set of preference ratings provided by each respondent.
Method
Stimuli. The study investigated benefit segments for fast-food restaurants. The nine restaurants and six attributes shown in Figure 1 were
selected after reviewing previous work on fast foods and Consumer Reports, and after discussions with the regional managers from one
restaurant chain.
Subjects. The sample consisted of 125 undergraduate marketing students from a large eastern university in the United States, who completed the questionnaire in class. Over two-thirds had eaten at eight
or more of the nine restaurants involved in the study. Every respondent reported that they ate at one of these at least once a month, with
an average of at least once a week. Even with a convenience sample,
the subjects were knowledgeable about the product category.
Procedure. Subjects rated each restaurant on the six attributes using
a 7-point scale, with larger numbers indicating that the restaurant
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had a greater amount of that attribute. To obtain the pairwise comparisons, subjects completed a graded preference task (Bechtel, 1976). For
each of the 36 pairs of restaurants, they indicated which restaurant in
the pair was preferred, then rated how much more they preferred it
over the other one on a 7-point increasing scale. Subjects were randomly assigned to three different orders of presentation of the pairs.
Finally, subjects rated each restaurant on overall preference, again
with a 7-point scale; this rating represents unidimensional preference
as compared to the pairwise preference ratings.
Results
Correlations between Attributes and Pairwise Preference. To
calculate the property-fitting rho values, each subject's matrix of pairwise preferences was scaled individually with ALSCAL (Young,
Lewyckyj, & Takane, 1983), under ordinal assumptions. The lowest dimensional solution resulting in a Kj'uskal formula 1 stress value of
0.100 or less, as suggested by Kruskal and Wish (1978), was entered
into PROFIT. The modal number of MDS dimensions was four. The six
vectors of attribute ratings were then regressed separately on each individual's MDS coordinates. Mean rho values across all subjects appear in the first column of Table 2 (each rho was converted by an r to 2
transformation before calculating the mean). Rhos are not adjusted to
take into consideration the number of MDS dimensions; thus in some
cases the multiple correlation is artificially high due to the small number of degrees of freedom.
Analyzing the same sets of raw data, hivariate CDA Tau^ correlations were calculated for each individual. The mean Tau^s across the
125 subjects appear in the middle column of Table 2. The rank orderings of the attributes in terms of the magnitudes of the mean coefficients are identical for the two methods. Vector fitting and CDA
produce parallel results as measured by the positive, significant Pearson correlations between the rho and Tau^ coefficients for each attribute, shown in the third column. Unidimensional preferences and
Table 2. Correlations between Attributes and
Pairwise Preferences N = 125 Individuals.
Mean
Attribute

Rho

Mean
Taxij

Food quality
Atmosphere
Cleanliness
Variety of food
Price
Service speed

0.92
0.87
0.87
0.82
0.78
0.78

0.32
0.24
0.23
0.16
0.13
0.10
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Correlation
between
Rho and Tau^
0.67
0.66
0.61
0.77
0.55
0.67
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Table 3. Stepwise Regression Results. N ^ 125 Individuals.
Attribute
Food quality
Atmosphere
Cleanliness
Variety of food
Price
Service speed
Percent of subjects with
significant equation

Percent of Properties Significant by Retjrcssion Step
Step 1
Step 2
Step 3
Overall
0.36
0.18
0,18
0.10
0.06
0.05
0.92

0.15
0.07
0.08
0,12
0.07
0.09
0.69

0.00
0.03
0.02
0.06
0.05
0.04
0.21

0.51
0.29
0.29
0.30
O.IB
0.18

the matrix of pairwise preferences correlated highly as expected, producing an average rho of 0.92 and an average Tau^ of 0.33.
CDA Regression Results. Table 3 summarizes the results of the
individual level stepwise regression equations estimating which attributes best differentiate between consumers' pairwise preferences.
Based upon an F test ip < .05) at each step, the stepwise procedure
continued including attributes as long as their incremental gain significantly improved the /?V. On the first step, the food quality variable
entered the equation significantly for 36% of the subjects, atmosphere
entered significantly for 18%, and so on down to only 5%, with service
speed entering first. Note in the bottom row that 92% of the subjects
did have a significant equation on the first step. The 10 subjects with
insignificant equations were eliminated from all remaining analyses,
leaving 115. As an additional check, the Tau^ correlations between unidimensional preference and the pairwise matrix of preferences for
these 10 subjects were compared to the correlations for the remaining
115. The mean correlations differed significantly (/ ^ 2.45. d.f = 123,
p = .02) with the 10 eliminated subjects' correlations being lower (m =
0.21) than the others (m - 0.34). Those 10 subjects could be considered
relatively unreliable respondents.
Returning to the regression results, for 597r of the subjects a second
attribute significantly increased the fiV over the one-variable model.
And on the third step, 21%' gained significantly over a two-variable
model. Only 2% improved witb the inclusion of a fourth variable.
Thus, 33% of the subjects had only one significant attribute, 38% had
two, and 21% had three or more. The right-hand column presents the
percentage of times each attribute significantly entered a subject's
equation on any step. Parallel to the rho and Tau^ results, food quality
dominates, with over 50% of the equations containing that variable.
On the final significant step in each equation, the median R'^r
equaled 0.45 (n = 115). The percent of variation accounted for ranged
from 0.10 to 0.82. Concerning the measures of goodness of fit for the
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pairs-of-pairs data, the equations achieved a median multiple Tau^ of
0.48.
An additional difference between CDA and other previous methods
is the capability to investigate the effect each stimuli has on the regression equation. The jackknifing procedure involved in calculating
the variance of the multiple Tau^ for the equation (see Appendix B) estimates the correlation excluding one stimulus at a time, T"\ Focusing
on the*1ast significant step in the subjects' equations, the effect of each
restaurant was calculated by e"' = 1 - (T"VT). If the stimulus exerts
an average effect, then e"*' equals 0. If, however, excluding the stimulus increases (decreases) x'^, then e""* will be negative (positive), indicating that the equation would have fit better (worse) without the
restaurant. The mean effect for each stimulus was as follows (listing
the restaurants in alphabetical order):
e-' = -0.03,
e-2 = -K0.02,
e-^= +0.04,

e--^ = +0.08,
e-^ = +0.15*,
e-^= -0.04,

e"^ = -0.01,
«"« = -0.13*,
c"^ = -0.07.

Removing Roy Rogers, e~^, would have improved the explanatory
power of the optimal equation for the average subject it - -2.05, d.f. =
114, p<.01). Removing Hoss's, e~^\ would have decreased it (/ = 4.16,
d.f. = 114, p < .01). The other seven restaurants did not exert significantly differential effects on the equations. Essentially these results
indicate that the fit between the attribute ratings and preferences for
Roy Rogers and Hoss's did not follow the same pattern found with the
other restaurants. This method could be useful in assessing the appropriateness of the stimuli included in a study, or as a screening mechanism in a pretest of the study.
Benefit Segmentation. Based upon the CDA and property-fitting results,,two segmentation schemes were developed for the 115 respondents. First, subjects were grouped according to their beta weights
obtained from the final significant step of the CDA regression. Second,
subjects were grouped on the basis of the individual-level property-fitting rho values. These beta and rho weights represent the estimated
importance consumers place on the benefits derived from the restaurants, the dimensions underlying their multidimensional preference
data.
The validity of these segmentation schemes was tested by treating
the unidimensional preference ratings as holdout data. Specifically,
using a multiple analysis of variance, the nine unidimensional preference ratings from each respondent were predicted with segment
membership. If the segmentation scheme captures differences in preferences, the MANOVA should be significant.
First, the 6 X 115 matrix of CDA beta weights was submitted to
COGNITIVE DIFFERENTIATION ANALYSIS
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Ward's clustering algorithm. Six clusters explaining 62% of the variance were generated, assuming that some consumers benefit from
each of the six product attributes. With cluster membership as the
only predictor variable, the MANOVA results indicate that the nine
unidimensional preferences did differ by cluster, as expected (F
[45,4971 = 1.48, p < .03). In addition, an analysis with eight clusters
was also significant (F [63.681] ^ 1.65, p<.01), and one with four
clusters was marginally significant (F [27,305] ^ 1.44, p < .08), indicating the robustness of the results.
Second, based on each individual's six vector-fitting rho values, six
clusters were again developed, accounting for 50% of the variance.
Cluster membership, however, did not successfully predict the nine
unidimensional preferences in a MANOVA {F [45,497] ^ 0.93, p < .61).
Analyses with eight clusters (F 163,681] = 0.93, p < .63) and with four
clusters {F L27,305] - 0.87, p < .69) were also not significant.
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
CDA improves the interpretability of individual-level multidimensional data by estimating a multiple-regression equation relating pairwise product judgments to product attributes. As illustrated in the
first study, the CDA method performed we]l from a statistical point of
view. Analyzing 300 sets of simulated, artificial data, the method captured three-fourths of the variance in the observed pairwise data on
average (focusing on the R'^r measure). The second study applied CDA
and property fitting to a typical benefit segmentation problem, segmenting 125 consumers according to the importance they place on
fast-food restaurant attributes. As expected, the Tau correlations from
CDA and the rho values from property fitting converge. Both produced
the same rank ordering of the six product attributes. Then moving beyond property fitting, CDA stepwise multiple-regression equations estimated which attributes best differentiated between individuals'
pairwise preferences. These equations specifically express the impact
of the attributes on the multidimensional data, thus allowing for direct interpretation of the simultaneous effects of more than one attribute on the pairwise preferences. Finally, segments generated from
the CDA regression coefficients successfully predicted unidimensional,
holdout preferences, whereas segments created from the property-fitting rho values did not.
Previously CDA has been applied in marketing primarily to the
study of means-end theory (Perkins & Reynolds, 1987; Reynolds &
Jamieson, 1984). This article extends the line of CDA-related research
first, by testing the ability of the model to explain artificial data sets,
and second, by illustrating its capability to segment consumers based
upon benefits sought.
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Limitations

^S^ • "

•

A

One question concerns the development of individual-level models.
With many methods, statistical problems arise when deriving individual-level models. Because consumers typically use or know only a
small set of products, there will be a small number of degrees of freedom, which can result in unstable parameter estimates. Tb overcome
this problem, CDA analyzes a matrix of pairwise preferences. However, this requires that a larger amount of data be gathered from each
respondent. It is exactly these pairwise data that allow for estimation
of a reliable multiple-regression equation in CDA. Thus, there is a
trade-off between gathering more data and estimating a more stable
individual level model.
As an alternative to individual-level models, several researchers
have developed group-level methods applicable to benefit segmentation (Hagerty, 1985; Kamakura, 1988; Wedel & Steenkamp, 1989), in
addition to some gi*oup-level models noted earlier (DeSarbo & Hoffman, 1987; DeSarbo & Rao. 1986). However, Green and Helsen (1989)
found that the Hagerty and Kamakura approaches do not result in
better cross-validation correlations than individual-level regression
models. {Green and Helsen did not directly test the Wedel and
Steenkamp approach, but produced cross-validation correlations equal
to or below those of Hagerty.) Though not conclusive, it appears that
individual-level models may he preferable in some cases.
In addition, CDA analyzes the ordinal relations between pairs of
pairs of original observations. This increases the computational difficulties involved with the method, requiring recoding the data before
analysis, jackknifing techniques, and refolding the predicted values.
Again, there are some potential gains from this complexity. The pairsof-pairs approach allows for the use of ordinal ranking data, as
compared to many methods that assume interval-level data. The jackknifed results in the benefit segmentation study detected two stimuli
that differed significantly from the other restaurants.
Future Research
Future directions include applying CDA to marketing strategy and to
consumer agendas. The Defender model (Hauser & Shugan, 1983), for
example, begins with a multidimensional representation of competing
brands in a space, then suggests strategies for defending existing
brands against a new entrant. CDA provides a methodology for implementing this model by estimating the impact of manipulating the attributes of an existing product. Second, consumer agendas represent
the process a consumer follows in choosing branches in a preference
tree that leads ultimately to products (Hauser, 1986). Again, CDA
could be used to operationalize the idea of an agenda by considering
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the order of inclusion in the stepwise regression to represent the path
followed through the tree when choosing a product.
Note
Contact the second author for details on the availability of software
to implement CDA.
APPENDIX A
Recoding the Dependent and Independent Variables
The ordinal relations between the original y^j observations in the
matrix of pairwise proximities are computed by comparing pairs of
points and coding the ordinal nature of the relationship as (see also
Reynolds etal., 1987)

0,
if y,;^ = y,;,,.
Similarly, for tbe observations on the independent variables, the ordinal relationships between pairs of pairs are coded into a trichotomous, ordinal scale measure for each property. First, the minimum of
each pair 2'/', z^p is defined as z\^/ and the maximum of each pair as
2\y. A formulation that considers simply the order between pairs of
pairs is
1

if z f < 2 ' < J-*" < I^-

0,
otherwise.
Either the minimums of the two pairs or the maximums of the two
pairs must not be equal, otherwise one pair could simply equal the
other pair.
A second formulation, which considers the magnitude of the differences between observations in a pair, is
I,
z^fj, zlfjl = -I,
0,

if ( I * - zf.) > (z f.- z 0,
if (I,-.^.- zp < (tfj - ?./j-)>
otherwise.

(A.3)

APPENDIX B
Testing the Significance of the Tau. Correlation
Analogous to a standard error of the estimate in regression, the variance of Tau^ is calculated by a jackknife procedure. The Tau correla496,
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tion is computed by successively excluding one stimulus (~s) at a
time, resulting in T " :

n

CB.l)

in
- n I

where

s -

Reynolds and Sutrick (1986) prove that the theta test statistic for the
Tau correlation coefficient, § = Tau^/X, has an approximate standard
normal distribution.
APPENDIX C
Pairwise Proximity Matrix Y
Restaurant

No.

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

6

1
6

7
4
7

4
6
3
7

6
3
6
2
7

1
6
2
7
2
6

7
5
7
2
7
6
6

3
3
4
6
6
2
2
6

Arby's
Burger King
Denny's
Hardee's
Hoss's
McDonald's
Ponderosa
Roy Rogers
Wendy's

Attribute Ratings
Restaurant
No,
1
2
3
4

5
6
7
8
9

Variety
of Food

Price

Speed

5
4

4
3

6
7

6
4
6

5
4
6

6
3
7
3
5
3
4

3

4

6
4
7
4

Food
Quality

Atmosphere

Cleanliness

6
4
6
4
6
4
6
3
5

4
4
6
3
6
4
5
4
5

5

4
7
4
7

S
4

7
5
6
5
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